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Introduction: The constant-scale natural boundary ap-

proach to planetary mapping (CSNB) presents a world’s 
complete surface in proportionate, meaningful context [1]. 
CSNB illustrates some themes—global themes—better than 
conventional mapping systems [2]. We sketch CSNB techni-
cal procedure [3], and map the hills and dales of Venus. 
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Figure 2: Boundaries flattened as constant-scale trees to the plane; 

 End Points are numbered and Branch Points lettered  

Mapping Précis: In CSNB, researchers choose map 
edges—natural boundaries--that define or constrain regions 
of interest.  By visual inspection (automated extraction of 
boundaries is described by other workers [4, 5]), we divide 
Venus into tree-like systems of ridges and valleys.  

Note: the ridge tree does not, though it might be ex-
pected, pass through Venus’ highest elevation (Maxwell 
Montes) because it is an outlying peak. Figure 1 shows 
ridges and valleys marked on a globe and on a standard map. 

CSNB Procedure: the ridge and valley tree systems were 
transformed from the globe to the plane by tracing, as if 
flattening a pair of zigzag wire-trees once wrapped on a ball, 
thus preserving constant scale.  

Geological Context: Like Earth, Venus has a relatively 
young surface which consists of two major terranes,  both of 
volcano-tectonic origin. But unlike Earth, Venus’ surface is 
disproportionately covered by volcanic rocks, with huge lava 
flows and flood basalts extending hundreds of kilometers, 
and impact features on Venus are far more prevalent than on 
Earth, indicating an older surface for Venus.  

Each flat pattern, Figure 2, was bifurcated, endpoints act-
ing as hinges, and swung round to reconnect, enclosing a 
shape, a mapping of the surface. Each closed shape was then 
geometrically adjusted in its cross dimensions in ratio to 
respective great circle cross dimensions, adding at the edge a 
set of discrete “bends” (sharp change in azimuth), marked by 
grey triangles in Figure 3. Next, each shape was subdivided 
into graticles to fit local proportions.  Finally, digital content 
[6], was pasted in this grid, completing the maps, Figure 3. 

However, Venus has a smaller numbers of craters than 
other terrestrial planets with minimal atmospheres and ran-
dom distribution of larger craters across all terranes. When 
combined, the data apparently indicate that this resurfacing 
resulted from the latest episode of global volcanic activity 
rather than plate tectonics, which would not produce surfaces 
of the uniform age implied by the crater distribution.  

These odd looking maps may appear arbitrary or weakly 
controlled, but the twin formal requirements of a) edge at 
constant scale and b) proportionate cross-map dimensions, 
insures that these seemingly wild shapes are precisely those 
shapes necessary to preserve both peripheral and mid-map 
conformality, i.e., inner regions of CSNB maps are no more 
distorted than conventional systems.   

What insight can CNSB mapping technique provide 
when applied to massively resurfaced and volcanic Venus? 

 On the valley bounded map (Fig. 3 top), regions consid-
ered oldest based on tesserae occurrence--Alpha Regio, Tel-
lus Regio, eastern Ishtar and western Aphrodite Terrae—
appear as separate archipelago-like zones, interconnected by 
equatorial highlands. The major ridge swarms that populate 
Venus’ lowest lying regions lie perpendicular and very close 
to the valley boundaries; thus, they are found arrayed around 
the map edge. 

Figure 1: ridges in yellow and valleys in white marked on a globe 
(top)  and on a simple cylindrical map (bottom) 

On the ridge bounded map (Fig. 3 bottom), the edge is 
the string of equatorial rift zones. Here, a north/south hemi-
spheric dichotomy reveals itself (right/left as the figure is 
oriented), with the southern hemisphere being distinctively 
subdued relative to the northern hemisphere. 
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Figure 3: CSNB world maps of Venus: bound by valleys--Maxwell’s Hill (top); bound by ridges—Maxwell’s Dale (bottom) 

 

 


